Abstract. Healthy eating goals influence many consumer choices, such that evaluating the healthiness of food portions is important. Given that both the type and quantity of food jointly contribute to weight and overall health, evaluations of a food portion's healthiness ought to consider both type and quantity. However, existing literature tends to examine food type and food quantity separately. Across seven studies, we show that consumers treat type as a primary dimension and quantity as a secondary dimension, such that a change in type (versus quantity) has a greater impact on perceived healthiness or health goal impact, even when holding objective impact constant in terms of calories. We also examine whether one reason this effect occurs is because most consumers consider type (a categorical attribute) before quantity (a continuous attribute). We conclude by discussing extensions of these ideas to other perceptual assessments involving both type and quantity (e.g., price perceptions).
Introduction
Imagine a consumer with a healthy eating goal who is deciding whether to consume a particular portion of chocolate candies. Like most consumers with healthy eating goals, this consumer's main health goal consists of losing or maintaining weight (International Food Information Council Foundation 2012) , such that calories are typically considered a major objective indicator of health goal impact (Cochran and Tesser 1996 , Chandon and Wansink 2007a , Huang et al. 2012 , Campbell and Warren 2015 . Given the importance of calories as a major aspect of healthiness for most consumers' health goals, there are two main aspects of the food consumed that ought to combine to jointly determine how a given food portion will affect the consumer's health goals: the type of food and the quantity of the food. However, do a consumer's judgments of the healthiness of a food portion fully factor in both type and quantity, or are they driven more by one dimension than the other?
In this research, we examine the effects of varying food types (e.g., chocolates versus almonds versus crackers) and varying food quantities (e.g., 1/2 serving versus 1 serving versus 2 servings) on healthiness perceptions. In comparison, the existing food and health literature generally either (1) separately examines type or quantity; or (2) does not distinguish between type and quantity, instead treating them as somewhat interchangeable routes to healthier consumption in terms of decreasing calories. We instead introduce an explicit comparison between pursuing health via changing the type versus quantity of a food. Our main proposition is that for healthiness perceptions, food type is treated as a "primary dimension" (i.e., a highly salient dimension that dominates judgments), whereas food quantity is treated as a "secondary dimension" (i.e., a dimension that does not affect judgments much unless made salient, and even then affects judgments less than a primary dimension).
We demonstrate the secondary nature of quantity and the spontaneous tendency to underweight quantity through multiple lines of evidence. First, we show that when consumers are asked to judge the healthiness of a consumed food portion, their judgments are highly sensitive to food type but not to food quantity. Namely, most consumers either do not adjust their perceptions to quantity at all, or when the salience of quantity is increased, adjust them but only to a small extent. Second, although our main focus is on healthiness perceptions, we also examine consumers' caloric perceptions and show that they track less than 1:1 with size perceptions, again suggesting an underweighting of quantity in caloric perceptions. In fact, we show that the secondary nature of quantity in healthiness assessments holds even when consumers are provided with caloric information. Further, we show process by moderation evidence that the predicted secondary nature of quantity in healthiness assessments is driven by the (majority segment of) consumers who adopt a healthiness evaluation strategy of focusing first on food type and then subsequently adjusting for food quantity (and is mitigated among the minority segment of consumers who instead adopt an evaluation strategy of focusing first on food quantity and then subsequently adjusting for food type). Finally, we examine choice implications with consumers instructed to adopt a weight loss or management health goal choosing between portions of two calorically dense but differentially healthy foods (chocolates versus almonds). We find that consumers choose the healthier food type (almonds) even when the size of the almond portion means that the caloric content of the almond portion far exceeds the caloric content of the chocolate candies portion. This finding suggests that the secondary nature of quantity is also reflected in consumers' food choices.
We encapsulate our findings through a descriptive theory that food type is a salient primary dimension of healthiness, whereas food quantity is a less noticed secondary dimension (see e.g., Dryer 2006 on the value of descriptive theories). Further, we also present explanatory reasoning underlying this descriptive theory by drawing from work on categorical versus continuous attributes and heuristic versus systematic processing. This theory fully accounts for our main empirical findings, and it also makes several broader contributions. We add to the goals literature by showing that when a change in type or quantity results in the same caloric change (or even when the change in quantity results in a greater caloric change), the type changes are perceived by consumers to affect healthiness to a greater extent. This stands in contrast to a common tendency to treat calories as a main aspect of healthiness, given that weight loss or management is a common health criterion for many Americans (e.g., Kuo et al. 2009 ). Further, our research also contributes to the food decision-making literature, which has mainly used two different choice paradigms (either choice among different food types or choice among different food quantities) to examine the healthiness of food choices. We show that the choice paradigm used affects consumers' perceptions of the healthiness differences between options, suggesting that conclusions from one choice paradigm may not always translate directly to contexts involving the other choice paradigm.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we review the extant food literature (which generally examines type and quantity separately) and the goals literature (which often treats type and quantity similarly). Second, we review literature relevant to categorical versus continuous attribute processing and heuristic versus systematic processing, which leads to our main proposition about the secondary nature of quantity. Third, we present seven studies testing this proposition in different ways. Finally, we conclude by discussing theoretical and managerial contributions and future directions, including how our primary-secondary account may extend to other contexts in which both type and quantity ought to jointly influence attribute judgments yet type may still exhibit primacy.
Conceptual Development

Food Type and Food Quantity
A recent survey of American adults found that 54% had a goal to lose weight, and 25% had a goal to maintain their weight (International Food Information Council Foundation 2012) . With weight loss or weight management as one's main health goal, calories can be considered a key objective indicator of health impact (Cochran and Tesser 1996 , Chandon and Wansink 2007a , Huang et al. 2012 , Campbell and Warren 2015 . However, particularly when health is defined in terms of decreasing and managing caloric intake, consumers can pursue health via food consumption in two main ways: changing what they eat, or how much they eat. In other words, consumers can pursue health by switching to healthier food types or to smaller quantities of the same less healthy food types (or, they could use a combination of these approaches, but we focus on comparing them). These two broad approaches to healthier consumption are frequently used and are well studied but are nearly exclusively examined in isolation. 1 The first approach (via type) involves the standard choice between a more versus less healthy food type (e.g., fruit versus cake) (Dhar and Simonson 1999 , Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999 , Kivetz and Zheng 2006 , Laran 2010 , Gal and Liu 2011 . Here, the selection of the less healthy option in a choice set indicates a more indulgent and less self-controlled behavior. Much research has been produced using this standard choice paradigm. For instance, consumers making decisions affectively (versus cognitively) are more likely to choose a less healthy (versus healthier) food type (Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999) . Further, when consumers feel that they deserve to reward themselves for previous effortful acts, the choice share of chocolate cake (versus fruit salad) increases (Kivetz and Zheng 2006) .
The second approach (via quantity) involves choosing from different-sized portions, typically of unhealthy foods (e.g., different sizes of fries or soda) (Sharpe et al. 2008 , Dubois et al. 2012 , Wansink 2012 , Haws and Winterich 2013 , Cornil and Chandon 2016 . Understanding how people perceive, judge, and respond to portion size is of high practical importance. Many public policy advocates and academic researchers have focused on how large (and growing) portion sizes are a key factor contributing to obesity (Young and Nestle 2002 , Nielsen and Popkin 2003 , Raynor 2014 , Wansink and Chandon 2014 , Dallas et al. 2015 . Because consumers often eat most of the food they select for themselves or are served (Collins 2006 , Schwartz et al. 2012 , larger portion sizes typically lead to increased consumption (Wansink 1996 , Wansink and Park 2001 , Rolls et al. 2002 . Most portion size research has focused on the effect of researcher-provided larger portions on increased consumption, attributing this effect to difficulties with monitoring consumption quantity (Rolls et al. 2002 , Wansink et al. 2005 , behavioral norms (Miller et al. 2015) , or biases in portion size estimation (Raghubir and Krishna 1999 , Wansink and Van Ittersum 2003 , Chandon and Ordabayeva 2009 , Ordabayeva and Chandon 2016 .
In sum, the extant literature generally examines food type or food quantity separately and has not systematically examined whether type and quantity means are perceived differently in terms of subjective health impact. The present research examines how these two dimensions of food portions ("what/type" and "how much/quantity") differentially affect perceptions of how healthy food portions are. Our main proposition is that food type will be a "primary dimension" that is quite salient, with a strong impact on perceived healthiness and subjective health goal impact, whereas food quantity will be a "secondary dimension" that is attended to less by most consumers and thus has a much weaker impact on these perceptions.
Primary vs. Secondary Dimensions
Our primary-secondary account draws on literature on the order of processing information (Hogarth 2001, Kahneman and Frederick 2002) : we suggest that food type (a categorical attribute) is primary because categorical attributes tend to be processed first. By contrast, food quantity (a continuous attribute) is secondary because continuous attributes tend to be processed afterward.
Prior food decision-making research suggests that people quickly and automatically categorize food types as either inherently healthy or unhealthy, pointing toward food type as a primary dimension. Consumers evaluating food products often display highly categorical thinking (Rozin et al. 1996 , Oakes 2005 , Oakes and Slotterback 2005 , Chernev and Gal 2010 , beginning to categorize foods as good or bad starting at a very young age, perhaps in part owing to frequent exposure to messages from their parents and school teachers that they should eat certain foods and avoid others (Nguyen 2007) . Importantly, categorizations are quite powerful in guiding judgments and decision making (Peeters 2002 , Fox et al. 2005 , Chernev and Gal 2010 . Once an item makes it into a particular "category," that categorization will have an undue influence on subsequent decisions. For example, Chernev and Gal (2010) found that the tendency to categorize foods as unhealthy or healthy led people to estimate the caloric content of a combination of the two types (e.g., cheeseburger and side salad) using an averaging approach that allows the healthy food to cancel out the unhealthy food (rather than the appropriate additive approach), and Oakes (2004) found that people perceived the addition of a negatively categorized ingredient (e.g., caramel coating) to invalidate the positive nutrients of a food it covered (e.g., an apple). Further, Oakes (2005) found that perceived healthiness is more influenced by food type than by information on caloric content, and Chandon and Wansink (2007a) found that perceived caloric content is influenced more by the brand of fast-food restaurant than by the actual caloric content. Other research in the food context that is consistent with strong categorical thinking is the notion of "dose insensitivity"-the mistaken belief held by a minority of individuals (approximately 20%) that a small amount of salt or fat in the diet is worse than none (Rozin et al. 1996) . Collectively, these findings all show that consumers have a spontaneous tendency to discretely categorize a food as either healthy or unhealthy, and they offer hints at the tendency for quantity to be somewhat neglected (Rozin et al. 1996, Chernev and Gal 2010) .
In the present research, we offer a more systematic examination of when and to what extent food quantity factors in and also offer an underlying explanation. Again, we posit that food quantity will serve as a secondary dimension. Our underlying explanation for this prediction draws both on the literature on categorical thinking in the food domain (referenced above) and also from general cognitive processing literature. This literature distinguishes between heuristic (system 1) and systematic (system 2) processing (Kahneman and Frederick 2002) . Because system 1 processing acts more on "prototypes" (Kahneman and Frederick 2002, p. 51) , and a categorical attribute is inherently more based on prototypes, such work suggests that food type may be covered by quicker system 1 processing. Indeed, as Hogarth (2001) notes, categorization based on salient features-which we would suggest food type is-is based on a quick, intuitive process. Indeed, to offer an example 2 from animal taxonomy, natural classification of animals is likely based more on the (categorical) attribute of feature presence (e.g., presence or absence of feathers for birds) than the (continuous) attribute of animal size (e.g., hummingbirds and ostriches are both birds).
Given that quantity is a continuous attribute, whereas type is a categorical attribute, we thus propose that type will be primary in healthiness perceptions and quantity will be secondary. Additionally, some evidence in the food domain is consistent with this secondary nature of quantity: research has found that consumers often Liu et al.: How Type and Quantity Shape Healthiness Perceptions of Food Portions Management Science, 2019, vol. 65, no. 7, pp. 3353-3381, © 2018 INFORMS fail to monitor consumption quantities (Wansink 2004) . In our research, we mainly examine subjective perceptions of healthiness 3 but also examine caloric perception measures in one study because calories are often considered the objective indicator of health impact when it comes to a weight loss or management goal. Our primary-secondary account makes predictions about how subjective health perceptions are affected, yet the notion that quantity is secondary in health perceptions also suggests that caloric perceptions may underweight quantity. In sum, our main proposition is that food type is primary and food quantity is secondary in perceptions of how healthy food portions are.
Our conceptualization of quantity as a secondary dimension in healthiness judgments also informs the process-related prediction that (1) increasing the salience of quantity will increase the effect of quantity differences on healthiness judgments of food portions, but that (2) quantity will still remain secondary. That is, even when quantity is made salient, quantity will still be secondary to type (albeit to a lesser extent). Additionally, it informs the underlying process prediction that most consumers will prefer to acquire food type information before food quantity dimension information when making healthiness judgments of food portions. In that sense, this process hypothesis also corresponds to the anchoring-and-insufficient-adjustment model used to explain the effect of numeric anchors (Epley and Gilovich 2006) , whereby food type is analogous to the initial anchor and insufficient adjustment is made for food quantity. Finally, it supports the prediction that we should observe moderation by individual consumer differences in evaluation strategy. Specifically, although we predict that the majority of consumers will choose to process food type first, a minority of consumers may choose to process food quantity first; our effects should be larger among those consumers who choose a type-then-quantity evaluation strategy over a quantity-then-type evaluation strategy.
Overview of Studies and
Analytical Approaches
Overview of Studies
We test our primary-secondary account in seven studies (see Table 1 for a summary). Study 1 provides evidence for our primary-secondary account by showing that consumers' healthiness evaluations of food portions reflect food type differences but are largely insensitive to food quantity differences, even though consumers are able to perceive the quantity differences. Study 2 then further tests our primary-secondary account by adding emphasis to the actual consumption or eating of (nearly) the entire food portion. Further, study 2 examines the additional outcomes of caloric perceptions and caloric estimation.
Studies 3a to 3c then test predictions stemming from our primary-secondary account by examining three theoretically motivated ways of increasing the salience of quantity at the time of making healthiness judgments. Our account posits that quantity is a secondary dimension (not a nondimension); hence increasing the salience of quantity should lead quantity to be incorporated into healthiness judgments. Study 3a increases the salience of quantity by prompting a joint evaluation mode among participants (Hsee 1996, González-Vallejo and Moran 2001) . Study 3b increases the salience of quantity by drawing from expectancy-disconfirmation theory (Bettman 1979, Helgeson and Beatty 1987) to create a condition in which participants evaluate a portion size much larger than would be expected for consumption on one occasion. In doing so, study 3b tests whether a latitude of acceptance exists where quantities that could reasonably be consumed in a single sitting do not factor into healthiness assessments, but that outside this latitude consumers become considerably more sensitive. Study 3c then increases the salience of quantity by gauging a specific aspect of health very closely tied to quantity: perceived weight impact over time. 4 Study 4 then further tests our primary-secondary account of healthiness perceptions by examining healthiness perceptions when caloric information about food portions is explicitly provided. Importantly, Study 4 also includes additional measures to examine our underlying attribute processing order explanation, testing our prediction that healthiness perception effects will be moderated by individual differences in choice of evaluation strategy (i.e., type-then-quantity versus quantity-then-type). By testing for moderation by individual differences in choice evaluation strategy, we are able to address alternative accounts for the findings based on interpretation of what healthiness means.
Finally, to further test our primary-secondary account, study 5 examines consumers' choices rather than perceptions of health impact. Consumers were given a weight loss or management health goal and instructed to choose between two calorically dense food portions, with one portion composed of a healthier food type and the other composed of a less healthy food type. We posit that once a food is perceived as being a healthier food type, it is also perceived to be a better choice that is less threatening to one's health largely regardless of the respective portion sizes. Thus, the healthier food type will be chosen more often than its caloric content would justify, potentially having a negative impact on efforts to lose or maintain weight through reduced caloric consumption.
Next, we present aspects of decisions regarding data collection and statistical analyses that are common across studies, and we then present the individual studies. All sample sizes were decided in advance of any data analysis (Simmons et al. 2011) . Note that in all studies we use the term "portion size" in reference to any quantity of food presented and "serving size" with Across a range of food quantities that could be consumed in a typical sitting, consumers largely focused on food type differences and did not adjust healthiness perceptions in response to food quantity differences. Further, people perceived size differences between food portions: the secondary nature of food quantity is not driven by inability to perceive size differences. Before and after photos in a visual food diary Increasing salience of food quantity: When food quantity was made salient, consumers somewhat incorporated quantity into their healthiness perceptions, but to a lesser extent than would be expected based on the caloric differences (studies 3a and 3b) or size perception differences (study 3c) between quantities. These studies provide evidence that quantity is a secondary dimension, not a nondimension.
• Study 3a utilizes a similar healthiness measure as study 1, increasing the salience of quantity by manipulating evaluation mode (separate versus joint) (Hsee 1996) .
• Study 3b utilizes a similar healthiness measure as study 1, increasing the salience of quantity using expectancy disconfirmation, by including a condition in which participants evaluated a food quantity much larger than would be expected to be consumed in a typical sitting (Bettman 1979, Helgeson and Beatty 1987) .
• Study 3c utilizes a measure of weight impact over time, which increases the salience of quantity via the singular focus on weight impact over time. We further tested our primary-secondary account in a context with caloric information. We also used measures adapted from Krider et al. (2001) to further examine the underlying attribute processing order explanation for our primary-secondary account. In manufacturer-suggested serving sizes, unless otherwise specified. Given that the most common health goal is to lose weight or maintain weight, larger portions should objectively be considered less healthy-especially for the many calorically dense foods that we included across our studies (nearly all foods we examine in this research, other than baby carrots).
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Null-Hypothesis Significance Testing and Effect Sizes
In some of the studies (e.g., study 1), traditional nullhypothesis testing suggests that despite noticeable differences in portion sizes, people sometimes do not account for these easily perceivable differences in quantity in their healthiness assessments. In other words, there seems to be a potential null effect of quantity (complete quantity insensitivity). In such cases, we additionally report Bayesian analyses, which can provide valid statistical support for a null hypothesis that food quantity receives no weight in judgment (see next section). We also report effect sizes throughout alongside p-values, given that effect size measures do not vary according to sample size (although effect size measures are less stable at smaller sample sizes). For analysis of variance (ANOVA) F-tests, we report partial η 2 as an effect size measure; typical benchmarks refer to 0.01 as a small effect size, 0.06 as a medium effect size, and 0.14 as a large effect size (Cohen 1988) . For t-tests, we report Cohen's d as an effect size measure; typical benchmarks refer to 0.2 as a small effect size, 0.5 as a medium effect size, and 0.8 as a large effect size (Cohen 1988) . Of note, effect size measures for within-subject factors (e.g., the food quantity factor for studies 1, 2, and 3c; the food quantity factor in the joint evaluation condition in study 3a) generally overestimate the "true" effect size (Dunlap et al. 1996 , Olejnik and Algina 2003 , Maxwell and Delaney 2004 , Lakens 2013 . If anything, however, inflated effect sizes for the effect of food quantity represent a more conservative test of our main proposition that food quantity is secondary to food type. Finally, for χ 2 tests, we report Cramer's V as an effect size measure; typical benchmarks refer to 0.1 as a small effect size, 0.3 as a medium effect size, and 0.5 as a large effect size (Cohen 1988 ).
Bayesian Statistics
To test whether a null effect of food portion quantity on healthiness assessments occurs, we report Bayes factors (BF 10 and BF 01 ; calculated using JASP version 0.7.5.6 and 0.8.2 and the default priors) for our main analyses when a null effect seems possible on the basis of traditional null-hypothesis significance testing (Kass and Raftery 1995 , Jeffreys 1998 , Rouder et al. 2009 , Wagenmakers et al. 2018 . BF 10 represents a ratio of the predictive performance of a model predicting the alternative hypothesis to a model predicting the null hypothesis, and BF 01 represents the inverse (Jeffreys 1998) . In other words, BF 01 = 1/BF 10 . Thus, BF 10 > 1 represents evidence in favor of the alternative model (i.e., that there are differences between groups), whereas BF 01 > 1 represents evidence in favor of the null model (i.e., that there are not differences between groups). Accordingly, if there is quantity insensitivity, we expect to find BF 01 > 1 for a model with portion size condition as the independent variable; relatedly, under conditions for which we expect quantity insensitivity to be eliminated, we expect to find BF 10 > 1. Although there are known issues with using verbal labels with respect to Bayes factor sizes, an interpretation provided by Wagenmakers et al. (2018) is that BF from 1 to 3 provides anecdotal or marginal evidence for the null over the alternative (in the case of BF 01 ) or the alternative over the null (in the case of BF 10 ), BF from 3 to 10 provides moderate evidence, BF from 10 to 30 provides strong evidence, BF from 30 to 100 provides very strong evidence, and BF > 100 provides extreme evidence. In sum, using Bayes factors allows us to establish the degree of support for a null effect of quantity (i.e., complete quantity insensitivity).
Study 1: Secondary Nature of Food
Quantity Relative to Food Type
Study 1 examines healthiness perceptions of various food portions (1/2, 1, and 2 times the manufacturer's serving size) and various food types using a prototypical healthiness inquiry used to evaluate different options (Wilcox et al. 2009 , Irmak et al. 2011 . There were two important aspects of study 1's stimuli and methods. First, study 1 utilized a before and after visual "food diary" approach to present each snack episode. By asking participants to evaluate a visual food diary involving before and after photos to indicate the snack consumed, it was made clear to participants that we were asking them to evaluate the healthiness of everything eaten in total on this particular snack episode. Second, study 1 also measured portion size perceptions to examine whether participants are able to perceive the quantities as being different. We also assessed size perceptions because some prior work suggests that consumers have difficulty with accurate size perception (Chandon and Wansink 2006 , Chandon and Wansink 2007b , Chandon and Ordabayeva 2009 , Van Ittersum and Wansink 2012 , Ordabayeva and Chandon 2016 . Thus, an alternative explanation for the secondary nature of quantity could be an inability to perceive size differences. Our primarysecondary account does not rely on failure to perceive size differences as the reason for the secondary nature of quantity, and thus we attempt to establish that consumers indeed can perceive size differences between the food portions used in this study. assigned to view either a set of three relatively healthy snacks (baby carrots, almonds, and Wheat Thins) or a set of three relatively unhealthy snacks (mini chocolate chip cookies, Cheetos, and plain M&Ms). Food quantity was varied at three levels for each snack (small, medium, and large were equivalent to 1/2, 1, and 2 times the manufacturer's recommended serving size for each food, respectively). Food quantity was a within-subject factor, with each participant being exposed to each of the three sizes balanced across the set of three snacks evaluated. We created ordered conditions such that participants were randomly presented one of the six (i.e., 3 ways to assign three snacks across three sizes) possible combinations of pictures for their randomly assigned healthy or unhealthy condition. The three foods (and associated quantities) were then presented in a random order. For instance, a participant might rate a medium portion of baby carrots, a large portion of almonds, and then a small portion of Wheat Thins. Another participant might rate a small portion of mini chocolate chip cookies, a large portion of Cheetos, and then a medium portion of plain M&Ms. We utilized a procedure carefully designed to make clear the approximate quantity consumed by presenting a set of pictures for each of the three foods that was said to be from someone's visual food diary. Specifically, all participants read:
Please imagine that someone you know has been trying to improve their diet and they have been tracking their consumption of food using a visual diary, in which they record everything they eat using pictures.
First, they take a picture of their plate/bowl/container at the beginning of their snack and then again when they are finished.
You will be shown, in no particular order, snacks that they consumed on 3 different recent days. Please look at each entry in their visual food diary and answer the questions that follow.
Participants then saw a food diary entry with two pictures ("start" view and "end" view), which included plausible dates and similar time stamps to enhance the realism of the visual food diary. We held the quantity of food on the ending plate to a small and constant quantity across size conditions of the same food. As such, for each of the six food stimuli, the ending quantity was set to be as close to 10% of the small portion as possible. See Figure 1 for one diary entry ( Figure A .1 in the appendix contains the full set of diary entries).
Under each food diary entry (i.e., a before and an after picture; Figure 1 ), participants rated their perceptions of the healthiness of that snack episode on three items, adapted from Irmak et al. (2011) : "Please indicate how healthy you believe that this snack was" (1 = not at all healthy, 9 = very healthy), "Please indicate how nutritious you believe that this snack was" (1 = not at all nutritious, 9 = very nutritious), and "How well would this snack fit within this person's overall diet?" (1 = not at all, 9 = very much so). After answering, participants were then shown the next visual beforeafter food diary entry.
After all healthiness assessments were made, participants were shown the same three before-after diary entries a second time and asked about perceptions of the size of the portion to ensure that participants indeed had the ability to potentially perceive these differences (these size perceptions were also used subsequently as a reference for studies 2 and 3c). Specifically, following each of the same three food diary entries from before, participants indicated size perceptions on a 9-point scale anchored by "very small" and "very large." This study and all others concluded with demographic information.
Study 1 Results
We first examined perceptions of the size of each snack to ensure that they were perceived as different. For each of the six food types, a one-way ANOVA of size condition on size perceptions revealed the expected significant trend, in that each successive size was viewed as larger (see means in Table 2a ). Thus, any subsequent effects do not merely reflect an inability to perceive the size differences.
To account for the design of our study, we performed a mixed-model analysis on our key dependent variable of healthiness perceptions, which was a composite of our three measures (α = 0.98; see means in Table 2b ). The model included food quantity as a within-subject factor, food type as a between-subjects factor, and their interaction. There was a main effect of food type [F(1, 183) = 1119.98, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.86], no effect of food quantity [F(2, 366) = 0.89, p = 0.410, η p 2 = 0.005], and no interaction [F(2, 366) = 0.27, p = 0.762, η p 2 = 0.001]. To confirm these results and provide more support for the hypothesis that food quantity receives no weight in judgment, we also conducted a mixed Bayesian ANOVA with food quantity as a within-subject factor, food type as a between-subjects factor, and their interaction. This revealed extreme evidence for food type having an effect (BF 10 > 100), strong evidence for food quantity having a null effect (BF 01 = 21.28; BF 10 = 0.047), and strong evidence for the main effects model over the interaction model by a Bayes factor of 20.83.
To test our specific predictions, we performed planned contrasts. As noted earlier, there was a main effect of food type with higher healthiness evaluations for the healthier foods [M = 7.00 versus M = 1.93; F(1, 183) = 1119.98, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.86]. Moreover, providing evidence of the secondary nature of quantity, there were not any significant pairwise least significant difference (LSD) results between the small (M small = 4.59) and medium portion (M medium = 4.45; p = 0.394, d = 0.05), small and
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Study 1 Discussion
Study 1 used a visual before and after food diary approach and provided evidence that people's natural response when assessing a snacking episode's healthiness using a prototypical healthiness measure is to largely ignore quantity information (i.e., to treat quantity as a secondary dimension). Rather, healthiness perceptions were driven entirely by food type. This finding held for both relatively healthier food types (carrots, almonds, and Wheat Thins) as well as less healthy food types (M&Ms, cookies, and Cheetos). This finding that quantity insensitivity occurred for both food types addresses a prescriptive norms alternative account that perhaps consumers are correctly gauging that consuming larger portions of the healthier food types-carrots in particular-is similarly healthy as (or even more healthy than) smaller portions. It is much harder to make that case for the less healthy food types. Additionally, quantity insensitivity occurred even though the before and after food diary setup was designed to focus people on the overall healthiness of the snack portions being eaten and the change in quantity was easily apparent in the before and after photos. It seems that people do not find it natural to incorporate quantity into judgments of overall healthiness. Finally, study 1 found differences in subsequent size perceptions, providing evidence against the alternative account that an underlying visual perceptual bias in viewing the pictures drove the healthiness perception effects. Participants could easily perceive the food quantity differences, but they still failed to spontaneously consider these differences when judging healthiness.
Study 2: Changing the Measure of Health Impact
Study 1 used a healthiness perceptions measure that is commonly used in prior research (i.e., variants on "how healthy is this snack") (Wilcox et al. 2009 , Irmak et al. 2011 , combined with before and after pictures of the snack to facilitate potentially noticing quantity. Study 2 used several considerably different measures of health impact: (1) a different measure of healthiness that is focused clearly on eating (i.e., variants on the question "was eating this snack . . ."), (2) a caloric perception measure, and (3) a caloric estimation measure. The purpose of using a different healthiness measure phrased to focus clearly on eating was to examine whether our primary-secondary account generalizes to a different phrasing other than variants of "how healthy is this snack." Although "how healthy is this snack" is a common measure of healthiness perceptions and also maps onto how consumers typically evaluate the healthiness of different options as they make food decisions, one possibility is that the secondary nature of quantity is specific to this kind of healthiness assessment. 5 We predicted that using a different healthiness assessment focusing clearly on eating might increase the salience of quantity (because eating refers to food intake, which emphasizes volume more), such that quantity insensitivity would be somewhat mitigated. Note. These size perceptions are also used as a comparison reference for studies 2 and 3c because the same stimuli are used in studies 1, 2, and 3c.
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Importantly, however, we still predict that quantity will have a relatively small impact even when using this different measure of healthiness. The purpose of including the caloric perception and caloric estimation measures was to extend our understanding of the role of food quantity in consumers' caloric perceptions. Although our primary-secondary account is with respect to healthiness evaluations, not caloric perceptions, the notion that quantity is secondary in healthiness perceptions is suggestive that caloric perceptions may underweight quantity. Thus, we examined caloric perceptions and caloric estimates by exploring to what extent these measures incorporate perceived food quantity. By definition, caloric perceptions should map 1:1 with size perceptions, but an underweighting of food quantity would suggest less than a 1:1 mapping with size perceptions.
Study 2 Method
A total of 180 participants recruited from MTurk (44% female; M age = 35.2 years) participated. The same design, visual before and after food diary procedure, and stimuli were used as in study 1, and a similar sample size was also used. The primary difference was in the measures collected.
First, for each snack episode (as depicted by a food diary entry consisting of a before photo and an after photo), participants responded to four items explicitly phrased to focus on eating the snack: "Was eating this snack" (1 = not at all healthy, 9 = very healthy), "Was eating this snack" (1 = not at all nutritious, 9 = very nutritious), "Was eating this snack" (1 = a bad thing, 9 = a good thing), and "Did eating this snack fit within this person's overall diet?" (1 = not at all, 9 = very much so).
We then measured perceived caloric content. Participants were shown the same three diary entries a second time and asked to respond to two questions regarding the perceived caloric content of the food portion. Specifically, "How many calories do you think this snack has?" (1 = very few calories, 9 = a lot of calories) and "How many calories do you estimate are in this snack?" (numeric free-response). We did not assess size perceptions in study 2 to keep the survey length manageable; instead, because we used the same stimuli as in study 1, we refer to the size perceptions data in study 1 as a reference (as a size pretest in many ways).
Study 2 Results
5.2.1. Healthiness Perceptions. We performed a mixed-model analysis on the dependent variable of healthiness perceptions, which was a composite of the four measures (α = 0.97; see Table 3a for the means). The model included food quantity as a within-subject factor, food type as a between-subjects factor, and their interaction. There was a main effect of food type . We also conducted a mixed Bayesian ANOVA with food quantity as a within-subject factor, food type as a between-subjects factor, and their interaction. This revealed extreme evidence for food type having an effect (BF 10 > 100), anecdotal evidence for food quantity having an effect (BF 10 = 1.20), and strong evidence for the main effects model over the interaction model by a Bayes factor of 23.00. We then performed planned contrasts. As noted earlier, there was a main effect of food type with higher healthiness evaluations for the healthier foods [M = 7.21 versus M = 2.64; F(1, 178) = 616.40, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.78]. Providing evidence of the secondary nature of quantity, LSD contrasts indicated that there were some statistically significant but small differences as a function of food quantity: there was a significant difference between the small (M small = 5.11) and medium portion (M medium = 4.81; p = 0.020, d = 0.11) and between the small and large portion ( M large = 4.75; p = 0.007, d = 0.13) but not between the medium and large portions (p = 0.660, d = 0.02). Table 3b for means) revealed a main effect of food type [F(1, 178) = 26.59, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.13], a main effect of food quantity [F(2, 356) = 24.39, Management Science, 2019 , vol. 65, no. 7, pp. 3353-3381, © 2018 Of note, although we cannot say whether type or quantity is factored in to a greater extent for caloric perceptions (nor is that the focus of our primarysecondary theory, which is centered on healthiness perceptions), we can examine how caloric perceptions map onto size perceptions (i.e., compare Table 2a from study 1 with Table 3b in study 2; see Figure 2 , which helps to visualize this profile mapping). If size perceptions were completely incorporated into caloric perceptions on a 1:1 basis, then the caloric perceptions should map 1:1 onto the size perceptions data collected in study 1, because both are on similar 1 to 9 scales. We performed a profile analysis to test this proposition. Specifically, we tested whether the size perceptions and caloric perceptions lines in Figure 2 are nonparallel via a profile analysis to gauge any interaction between actual size and type of measure.
Because there was no three-way interaction with type of food (healthy, unhealthy) Table 3c for means). A mixedmodel analysis on caloric estimates with food quantity as a within-subject factor, food type as a betweensubjects factor, and their interaction indicated a main effect of food type [F(1, 178) 
We did not predict this interaction a priori, but given the interaction, we examined the Note. Caloric perceptions seem to be less sensitive to the food quantity differences than are the size perceptions (see Table 2a from study 1), suggesting an underweighting of size perceptions for caloric perceptions. 
Study 2 Discussion
Study 2 used several measures of health impact that differed from those examined in study 1. First, using a healthiness perception measure focusing clearly on eating (which we expected could make quantity more salient), we found that quantity insensitivity was somewhat attenuated but that quantity was still secondary to food type. Second, we also examined caloric Notes. When examining numeric caloric estimates (i.e., a ratio variable), the size perceptions from Table 2a in study 1 are not readily comparable (because size perceptions were an interval variable). We do observe that the numeric caloric estimates generally exhibit much less than a ×2 relationship from 1/2 serving to 1 serving and from 1 serving to 2 servings, particularly for the healthier food types, indicating an underweighting of size perceptions for caloric perceptions. Although this could potentially be in part because people do not perceive a ×2 relationship in size, the considerable size differences in Table 2a from study 1 suggest that size perceptions may not fully account for these caloric estimates.
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Management Science, 2019 , vol. 65, no. 7, pp. 3353-3381, © 2018 perceptions and caloric estimates. Although our primary-secondary account mainly applies to healthiness evaluations, the notion that quantity is secondary in healthiness perceptions suggests that caloric judgments also may underweight quantity. Thus, we also included caloric judgments in this study, and we found that the caloric perceptions and caloric estimates both seemed to underweight food quantity (and that the caloric perceptions did not seem to factor in size perceptions on a 1:1 basis). We also found an interaction between food type and food quantity in caloric estimates, such that caloric estimates for unhealthy food types were more sensitive to quantity than caloric estimates for healthier food types. Future research may follow up on this finding to determine whether it consistently occurs and why.
Studies 3a-3c: Increasing the Salience of Food Quantity
In studies 3a-3c, we used three different ways of increasing the salience of the quantity dimension to test whether consumers adjust their healthiness perceptions in response to food quantity differences and, if so, to what extent. In studies 3a and 3b, we return to utilizing healthiness measures like those in study 1, because they are both a prevalent way of gauging healthiness in the literature (Wilcox et al. 2009 , Irmak et al. 2011 and also a main way in which consumers think about the healthiness of their food choices. In doing so, we tested for further evidence that quantity is a secondary dimension (i.e., factored in when its salience is increased but still to a lesser extent than type is factored in). We also tested a practically relevant intervention (study 3a) and whether a latitude of acceptance exists for incorporating quantity (study 3b). In sum, using two different ways of increasing the salience of the quantity dimension and holding constant the healthiness dependent measure for all participants within a given study, studies 3a and 3b tested whether consumers adjusted their healthiness perceptions in response to food quantity differences and, if so, to what extent.
Then, in study 3c, we increased the salience of quantity by utilizing a very specific evaluation focused only on weight impact, without mentioning the word "health" to participants. Specifically, we gauged perceptions of weight impact from consuming a given food portion once per day. Because weight impact perceptions are likely strongly linked to caloric perceptions (which show some increased quantity salience, per study 2), and because the weight impact effects of consuming given food quantities presumably accumulate over time, we expected that quantity sensitivity would emerge in weight impact perceptions. However, we also expected that, like caloric perceptions in study 2, even perceptions of weight impact over time might under-incorporate quantity differences relative to consumers' size perceptions, providing additional evidence of underweighting of quantity.
Study 3a: Increasing Salience of Quantity via
Joint (vs. Separate) Evaluation Mode In study 3a, we utilize a choice paradigm comparing separate versus joint evaluation to test our prediction based on past work that quantity insensitivity would be evident in a separate evaluation context (as in study 1) but reduced in a joint evaluation context (Hsee 1996) . 6.1.1. Study 3a Method. A total of 257 participants recruited from MTurk (39% female, two did not provide gender information; M age = 33.6 years) participated. The procedure involved the visual diary method used in studies 1 and 2, with the modification that participants were told that the person using the diary has been trying to "lose weight" (versus "improve their diet" in the prior studies). This modification was made because in a weight loss context, managing (and in particular decreasing) caloric intake is commonly accepted as the health goal, such that larger portions of calorically dense food would clearly be considered counterproductive to a health goal. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two food types (a healthy food type: almonds; or an unhealthy food type: M&Ms), as well as one of the following three evaluation conditions: (1) separate evaluation of a small portion (one serving, according to the manufacturer's label); (2) separate evaluation of a large portion (two servings); or (3) joint evaluation of both the small and the large portions. See Figure A .2 in the appendix for stimuli.
Under the before and after food diary entry pictures, participants rated their perceptions of the healthiness of that snack episode using the item "Please indicate how healthy you believe that this snack was" (1 = not at all healthy, 9 = very healthy). In the joint evaluation condition, participants responded to the healthiness measure for the first snack (always the smaller portion) and then for the second snack, while having both sets of snack pictures in view. The cover story in the joint evaluation condition was that each snack episode was from a different person that they were evaluating.
After healthiness assessments were made, participants were shown the diary entry pictures a second time and asked about perceptions of the size of the portion to ensure that participants were able to potentially perceive these size differences in both the separate and joint evaluation conditions. Specifically, following each of the same pictures from before, participants indicated their portion size perceptions on a 9-point scale anchored by "very small" and "very large." 6.1.2. Study 3a Results. We first examined perceptions of the size of each snack to check that they were perceived as different. Indeed, for both food types and in Liu et al.: How Type and Quantity Shape Healthiness Perceptions of Food Portions both evaluation modes, a t-test (independent-samples in the case of the separate evaluation conditions, pairedsamples in the case of the joint evaluation condition) of size condition on size perceptions revealed the expected significant result: the larger size was viewed as larger by participants (see means in Table 4a ). Thus, any subsequent effects do not merely reflect an inability to perceive the size differences.
To first look for evidence of quantity insensitivity in our separate evaluation conditions, we performed a 2 × 2 ANOVA on health perceptions using food type and food quantity as factors (see means in Table 4b To confirm these results and provide more support for the null effect of portion size condition, we also conducted a Bayesian 2 × 2 ANOVA. This revealed extreme evidence for food type having an effect (BF 10 > 100), moderate evidence for portion size condition having a null effect (BF 01 = 5.29; BF 10 = 0.189), and moderate evidence for the main effects model over the interaction model by a Bayes factor of 3.92.
We then examined healthiness perceptions in the joint evaluation conditions, which increased the salience of food quantity (see means in Table 4b ). A 2 × 2 mixed ANOVA using food type as a between-subjects factor and food quantity as a within-subject factor revealed a very large main effect of food type [F(1, 82) Finally, we also analyzed whether the differences between the findings in the joint and separate evaluation conditions were significant for each food type. Following the special t-statistic procedures used by Hsee (1996) to compare a between-subjects comparison with a within-subject comparison, analyses indicated that there was a significant difference between the joint and separate evaluations for both the almonds [t(125) = 2.09, p = 0.039] and the M&Ms [t(126) = 2.85, p = 0.005].
6.1.3. Study 3a Discussion. Overall, these results show that increasing the salience of quantity (via joint evaluation mode) mitigates quantity insensitivity in healthiness evaluations. This finding that quantity indeed can be factored into healthiness assessments when made quite salient is important because the literature on categorical thinking hints that people simply do not factor in quantity. In particular, our finding is consistent with our proposed account that quantity is a secondary dimension, not a nondimension. Of importance, in further support of our prediction that quantity is a secondary dimension, food quantity continued to play a small role in explaining the healthiness assessments, even in joint evaluation mode (whereas food type played a big role). Finally, we note that on the practical side, this study provides a practically implementable intervention for increasing sensitivity to quantities.
Study 3b: Increasing Salience of Quantity via Expectancy Disconfirmation
In study 3b, we further test our primary-secondary account by increasing the salience of quantity via drawing from expectancy disconfirmation theory. We examined both healthy (almonds) and unhealthy foods (plain M&Ms) at three different quantities (1, 2, and 8 servings, according to the manufacturer). The 1-and 2-serving quantities were included as representative of typical quantities consumed in a single sitting (consistent with the prior studies), whereas the 8-serving portion was included as a very large portion size, not representative of typical portion sizes for a single sitting. Based on expectancy disconfirmation (Bettman 1979, Helgeson and Beatty 1987) , we suggest that for typical food portions, quantity is not particularly salient but should become more salient for an obviously large portion size (e.g., an 8-serving portion). In a sense, there may be a latitude of acceptance where quantities that could be reasonably consumed in a single typical sitting do not factor in much to healthiness assessments, but that outside this latitude consumers become considerably more sensitive.
6.2.1. Study 3b Method. In a before and after visual diary setup similar to that of studies 1 and 2, 218 undergraduate participants (50% female) receiving course credit for their participation were randomly assigned to view one of six conditions representing a 2 (food type: a healthy food type [almonds] or an unhealthy food type [M&Ms]) × 3 (food quantity: low quantity salience [1 or 2 servings] or high quantity salience [8 servings]) between-subjects design; see Figure A .2 in the appendix for stimuli. Following the same three-item healthiness perceptions measures (α = 0.97) as used in study 1, we again included portion size assessments (9-point scale anchored by very small and very large). Follow-up analyses (in the form of LSD contrasts, conducted separately for each food type, because variance was higher for the almonds than the M&Ms) revealed the expected insensitivity between healthiness evaluations for typical 1-and 2-serving quantities for both food types, consistent with the prior studies (M = 7.07 versus M = 7.06, p = 0.978, d = 0.01 for almonds; M = 1.64 versus M = 1.65, p = 0.944, d = 0.01 for M&Ms). In the case of the almonds, the 8-servings portion size (M = 5.86) was perceived to be significantly less healthy than either of two smaller sizes ( p's < 0.001, d's > 0.80), indicating that people do become quantity sensitive once the portion size is very large. This same comparison was in the expected direction, but marginally significant, for the M&Ms, with a mean healthiness rating of 1.38 in the 8-servings portion size condition (p = 0.063, d = 0.44, and p = 0.053, d = 0.51 for comparisons with 1 and 2 servings, respectively). However, we note that the very low healthiness ratings for even the smaller portions of M&Ms may have left little room for further decreases with the very large portion (see Figure 3 ). As such, the larger decreases in healthiness perceptions for the almonds compared with the M&Ms led to the significant interaction.
Finally, analysis of the size perception measure confirmed again that participants indeed perceived the various portion sizes as different, including the 1-serving versus 2-serving portions. For the almonds, serving size perceptions ranged from 4.17 to 5.67 to 7.56; for the M&Ms, size perceptions ranged from 4.89 to 6.35 to 8.08 for the 1-, 2-, and 8-serving portion sizes, respectively. The overall effect of size was significant [F(2, 212) = 77.81, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.42], as were all paired comparisons ( p's < 0.001, d's > 0.98 for almonds; p's < 0.001, d's > 0.86 for M&Ms).
Study 3b
Discussion. In study 3b we found that very large portion sizes mitigate the quantity insensitivity observed in study 1. In combination with study 3a, two different ways of increasing salience of quantity with similar healthiness assessments as used in study 1 led quantity to be factored into healthiness assessments to a small extent (food type consistently played a large role). Thus, food quantity is not a nondimension. Instead, these findings provide additional support for our key proposition that the type of food serves as a primary (most salient) dimension in healthiness perceptions, and the quantity of the food serves as a secondary dimension that does not immediately impact healthiness perceptions but can affect perceptions if made salient. Of note, quantity still remains secondary even when the salience of quantity is increased in these different ways.
Study 3c: Increasing Salience of Quantity via
a Weight Impact Over Time Measure In study 3c, we increased the salience of quantity by changing the measure of healthiness evaluation. Rather than examine general healthiness evaluations of a single snacking occasion, we focused very specifically on perceived weight impact, without mentioning the word "health" to participants. Presumably, weight impact is most closely linked to caloric perceptions, which should heighten quantity salience because, objectively speaking, quantity should be incorporated on a 1:1 basis into caloric perceptions. Further, because a single eating episode of any kind is unlikely to have considerable "impact," we included a once-per-day qualifier in study 3c, consistent with Oakes (2005) , to further allow for any potential quantity effects to manifest, which, if anything, would magnify any effect of quantity differences on weight impact. In sum, examining this measure of perceived weight impact over time thus let us further test our primary-secondary account, in a sense by examining the furthermost bounds of our account when using a measure highly in favor of detecting quantity salience.
Further, we tested our process account that type is primary over quantity in part because type is processed before quantity. Participants completed a supplemental measure at the end of study 3c about the order in which they would prefer to acquire these pieces of information (food type, food quantity) when evaluating the healthiness of a snack portion. We predicted that the majority of participants would prefer to acquire food type first.
6.3.1. Study 3c Method. A total of 180 participants recruited from MTurk (49% female; M age = 35.9 years) participated. The same design, visual before and after food diary procedure, and stimuli were used as in studies 1 and 2, and a similar sample size was also used. The difference was in the measures collected.
First, for each snack episode (shown with a before and after food diary photo set), we asked "What will be the impact on this person's weight from consuming the pictured food, if eaten once per day?" (1 = lose a lot, 9 = gain a lot).
Then, to begin to test our underlying process, we included several supplemental measures at the end of study 3c. Specifically, "When evaluating the healthiness of a snack portion, you can acquire information about the type of food first or the amount of food first. Which piece of information do you prefer to acquire first to make your healthiness evaluation?" ( food type, food quantity) (the order of mentioning type of food or amount of food was randomized both in the question and in the answer options). Additionally, to address the possibility that either healthy or unhealthy food types were viewed as more satiating, participants were shown the diary entry pictures a second time and asked, "After eating this portion of food, how long do you believe this person will wait before eating again?" (slider from 0 = very little time to 100 = a long time).
Study 3c Results.
6.3.2.1. Weight Impact. Given the conceptual connection between caloric perceptions and weight impact, we followed a similar analysis approach as for caloric perceptions in study 2. Specifically, we first performed a mixed-model analysis on weight impact (see Table 5 for the means). The model included food quantity as a within-subject factor, food type as a between-subjects factor, and their interaction. As with caloric perceptions in study 2, although we cannot say whether type or quantity is factored in to a greater extent for weight impact perceptions in this study, we can examine how weight impact perceptions map onto size perceptions (compare Table 2a from study 1 with Table 5 in study 3c; see Figure 4 , which helps to visualize this profile mapping). Although the mapping from size perceptions to weight impact is less straightforward than for mapping from size perceptions to caloric impact, we can examine whether size perceptions seem to be incorporated into weight impact on a 1:1 basis by comparing weight impact ratings with the size perceptions from study 1 (both on 1 to 9 scales).
Specifically, a profile analysis tested whether weight impact perceptions are less sensitive to food quantity differences than the size perceptions are, suggesting underweighting of quantity even when it comes to 
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Management Science, 2019 , vol. 65, no. 7, pp. 3353-3381, © 2018 weight impact perceptions. We thus tested whether the size perceptions and weight impact perceptions lines in Figure 4 are nonparallel via a profile analysis in which we examined whether there is a significant interaction between actual size and type of measure. Because there was no three-way interaction with type of food (healthy, unhealthy) [F(2, 722) = 1.53, p = 0.217, η p 2 = 0.004], we collapsed across food type to conduct a profile analysis with food quantity as a within-subject factor (small, medium, large) and type of dependent measure as a between-subjects factor (size perceptions, weight impact perceptions 10 ). This analysis revealed a main effect of type of measure on ratings [F(1, 363) = 7.22, p = 0.008, η p 2 = 0.020], but more importantly, supporting the notion that size perceptions are not incorporated on a 1:1 basis by weight impact perceptions, there was a significant interaction [F(2, 726) = 77.17, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.175]. Specifically, the profile of size perceptions was significantly steeper than the profile of weight impact perceptions. Overall then, this profile analysis is also consistent with quantity being a secondary dimension.
Process Underlying Food Type Prioritization
Account. We then examined the supplemental measures administered at the end of the study. As predicted, regarding preferences about attribute information acquisition order, the majority of participants (82.8% [n = 149] versus 17.2% [n = 31]; exact binomial test: p < 0.001) preferred to acquire information about food type before food quantity, consistent with our account that food type (a categorical attribute) will come before food quantity (a continuous attribute) for combined evaluative judgments.
11
We also examined satiety perceptions. A mixedmodel analysis on satiety perceptions with food type as a between-subjects factor, food quantity as a withinsubject factor, and their interaction revealed a main effect of food quantity [M healthy = 44.14 versus M unhealthy = 35. Note. Weight impact perceptions seem to be less sensitive to the food quantity differences than are the size perceptions (see Table 2a from study 1), suggesting an underweighting of size perceptions for weight impact perceptions. 
Ratings
Actual Serving Sizes
Size for healthy type (S1) Size for unhealthy type (S1) Weight impact for healthy type (S3c)
Weight impact for unhealthy type (S3c)
Note. Error bars denote standard errors of the mean. 6.3.3. Study 3c Discussion. In study 3c, we found that a weight impact over time measure somewhat attenuates quantity insensitivity, as expected. Although showing this increased sensitivity to quantity, this weight impact measure-like the caloric perceptions measure utilized in study 2-also seemed to underweight food quantity differences when compared against consumers' size perceptions, further supporting our account of the secondary nature of quantity even when utilizing a measure seemingly highly in favor of fully detecting quantity differences.
12
Finally, supplemental measures collected at the end of study 3c showed that most consumers report preferring to acquire information about food type before food quantity when evaluating the healthiness of a food portion, providing some initial support for our underlying information processing order explanation for a primary-secondary account. We examine this underlying processing order explanation in greater depth in the next study.
Study 4: Extending to a Context with Caloric Information
Study 4 further tests our primary-secondary account of healthiness perceptions in a context in which participants were provided with caloric information. Practically, consumers often have access to caloric information (e.g., from a Nutrition Facts Label), and theoretically, examining this context let us further test our primarysecondary account of healthiness perceptions. Additionally, rather than using a visual food diary with before and after photos to depict a snack episode, participants were instead provided with verbal information for both food quantity and food type corresponding with a snack episode. Our account is that food type will continue to play a greater role in health perceptions than food quantity. In study 4, participants evaluated the healthiness of changing from "1/2 cup of peanut M&Ms (400 calories)" to one of three randomly assigned alternatives: (1) "1/2 cup of almonds (400 calories)," (2) "1/4 cup of peanut M&Ms (200 calories)," or (3) "1/4 cup of almonds (200 calories)."
Our primary-secondary account proposes that quantity differences are secondary to food type differences in consumers' healthiness evaluations. Accordingly, our primary-secondary account predicts that consumers will view consuming "1/2 cup of almonds (400 calories)" or "1/4 cup of almonds (200 calories)"-which both involve changing food type from peanut M&Ms to almonds-as healthier than consuming "1/4 cup of peanut M&Ms (200 calories)"-which involves a quantity change from 1/2 cup to 1/4 cup. Of note, prior work by Oakes (2005) indicates that perceived healthiness is more influenced by food type than by caloric content: most applicable to study 4, this prior work would thus indicate that consuming 200 calories of almonds is healthier than 200 calories of peanut M&Ms (or that consuming 400 calories of almonds is healthier than consuming 400 calories of peanut M&Ms). Extending beyond Oakes (2005) though, we additionally predict that consuming "1/2 cup of almonds (400 calories)" will be viewed as a bigger health improvement over "1/2 cup of peanut M&Ms (400 calories)" than the improvement from consuming "1/4 cup of peanut M&Ms (200 calories)." This test is a highly conservative test of our primary-secondary account, because the explicit caloric content of the almond portion doubles that of the peanut M&Ms portion.
Finally, study 4 also further tests our underlying process more formally. To do so, study 4 includes selfreport process measures of (1) whether food type or food quantity factored more into one's healthiness evaluations, and (2) the order of processing the food type and food quantity attributes. These measures were adapted from Krider et al. (2001) , who proposed a primary-secondary account of area assessments for geometric figures. Our primary-secondary account offers two main sets of predictions with respect to these measures. First, we predict that the majority of participants will report that (1) both dimensions are factored into their healthiness evaluations, but that food quantity is factored in to a lesser extent, and that (2) they chose a type-then-quantity evaluation strategy.
Second, not all consumers may show this tendency; thus, we test for moderation of our effects using these process measures and predict that our effects will be larger (1) among those consumers who naturally factor in food type more into their healthiness evaluations, and (2) among those consumers who choose a type-thenquantity evaluation strategy over a quantity-then-type evaluation strategy. Importantly, process by moderation based on choice of evaluation strategy (i.e., food type first or food quantity first) explicitly argues against any artifact or interpretation account for healthiness. For example, if consumers simply interpret healthiness to refer to things like vitamin content for which too much quantity is not bad within bounds, then that would not easily explain why our effects would be larger among Liu et , , vol. 65, no. 7, pp. 3353-3381, © 2018 those consumers adopting the type-then-quantity evaluation strategy.
Method
A total of 161 participants recruited from MTurk (50% female; M age = 34.3 years) participated. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions (healthiness route: healthier food type, healthier food quantity, or healthier food type and healthier food quantity).
All participants first read, "Imagine that someone you know typically has a 1/2 cup of peanut M&Ms (400 calories) as a daily snack." Participants then read one of three sentences, depending on random assignment to healthiness route conditions. In the healthier food type condition, participants read, "However, on this occasion, they have been trying to improve their diet, so they instead switch to a 1/2 cup of almonds (400 calories)." In the healthier food quantity condition, participants read, "However, on this occasion, they have been trying to improve their diet, so they instead switch to a 1/4 cup of peanut M&Ms (200 calories)." In the healthier food type and healthier food quantity condition, participants read, "However, on this occasion, they have been trying to improve their diet, so they instead switch to a 1/4 cup of almonds (200 calories)." Note that this information was closely based on actual calorie information because peanut M&Ms and almonds have similar caloric density.
Participants then answered two questions to tap into perceptions of how healthy the consumer's behavior was on this occasion: "How healthy was this consumer's behavior on this occasion?" (1 = not at all healthy, 9 = very healthy) and "How much health goal progress has this consumer made from this occasion?" (1 = very little health goal progress, 9 = a lot of health goal progress).
Participants then completed two measures adapted from study 1 of Krider et al. (2001) . To gauge whether participants explicitly recognize they are using a primary-secondary account with greater weight on food type, they were first asked, "When you were evaluating the healthiness of eating [depending on condition: 1/2 cup of almonds, 1/4 cup of peanut M&Ms, 1/4 cup of almonds], which did you consider more, the type of food [depending on condition: almonds, peanut M&Ms] or the quantity of food [depending on condition: 1/2 cup, 1/4 cup]? Allocate 100 points between food type and food quantity to reflect the extent to which each dimension played a role in your healthiness evaluation." Second, as a further test of our underlying type-thenquantity information processing order account, participants were then asked: "When evaluating the healthiness of eating [depending on condition: 1/2 cup of almonds, 1/4 cup of peanut M&Ms, 1/4 cup of almonds], which better captures what you did?" (choice options in randomized order: I basically looked at the type of food but made some adjustments for the quantity, I basically looked at the quantity of food but made some adjustments for the type of food).
7.2. Results 7.2.1. Perceptions of Healthiness. As predicted, a 3-group (healthiness route: healthier food type, healthier food quantity, simultaneously healthier food type and food quantity) one-way ANOVA on healthiness perceptions (α = 0.80) was significant [F(2, 158) = 12.15, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.133]. Follow-up LSD contrasts tested our primary-secondary account, which predicts that consumers will view consuming "1/2 cup of almonds (400 calories)" or "1/4 cup of almonds (200 calories)"-which both involve changing food type from peanut M&Ms to almonds-as healthier than consuming "1/4 cup of peanut M&Ms (200 calories)"-which involves a quantity change from 1/2 cup to 1/4 cup. Indeed, as a highly conservative test of our primary-secondary account, participants perceived consuming a healthier food type to be healthier than consuming a healthier food quantity, despite there being a caloric decrease in the healthier food quantity condition but no caloric decrease in the healthier food type condition (M type = 5.93 versus M quantity = 4.86, p = 0.003, d = 0.62). Although less conservative (and conceptually replicating Oakes 2005), participants also perceived consuming a simultaneously healthier food type and food quantity (M type & quantity = 6.53) to be highly significantly healthier than consuming a healthier food quantity of the same caloric content ( p < 0.001, d = 0.97). Finally, although not a central test for our account, we found a marginally significant difference between the healthier food type and simultaneously healthier food type and food quantity conditions (p = 0.073, d = 0.33).
Process Measure: Point Allocation to Food Type
vs. Food Quantity. First, we tested our prediction that the majority of consumers would naturally allocate greater focus to food type. Although there was a marginally significant effect of healthiness route on point allocation to food type [F(2, 158) = 2.44, p = 0.090, η p 2 = 0.030], more importantly, three one-sample (two-tailed) t-tests showed that point allocation to food type (versus food quantity, out of 100 points) was greater than 50 in each condition, consistent with our primary-secondary account for type-quantity [healthier food type: M = 69.52, t(51) = 5.13, p < 0.001; healthier food quantity: M = 60.31, t(47) = 2.56, p = 0.014; simultaneously healthier food type and food quantity: M = 70.66, t(60) = 7.07, p < 0.001].
Second, we tested our process by moderation prediction that the effect of healthiness route on healthiness perceptions would emerge to a greater extent among consumers who naturally allocate greater focus to food type. With the caveat that point allocations are left-skewed as predicted, we conducted a 3 (healthiness route: healthier food type, healthier food quantity, simultaneously healthier food type and food quantity) × continuous point allocation to food type (mean-centered) ANOVA on healthiness evaluations, which revealed a significant main effect of healthiness route [F(2, 155) = 16.49, p < 0.001], no main effect of point allocation [F(1, 155) = 1.89, p = 0.172], and a significant interaction [F(2, 155) = 16.54, p < 0.001]. See Figure 5 , which shows that the predicted effect of healthiness route emerges as point allocation to type increases. Indeed, a Johnson-Neyman test for a multicategorical independent variable (Hayes and Montoya 2017) showed that the effect of healthiness route was significant for point allocations greater than 51.64 (which 69.6% of participants had). Order. We also examined participants' choice of evaluation strategy, which we predicted would show similar results but more directly tests our underlying attribute processing order explanation. A χ 2 test indicated no difference between conditions [χ 2 (2) = 2.76, p = 0.252, Cramer's V = 0.13], so we collapsed across all three conditions to conduct an exact binomial test, which showed that participants were significantly more likely to indicate that they followed a "focus on food type first" than a "focus on food quantity first" healthiness evaluation approach (70.8% versus 29.2%, p < 0.001), consistent with our proposed underlying information processing order explanation for food type serving as a primary dimension. Additionally, with the caveat that only 47 of 161 participants selected a "focus on food quantity food" approach, we also conducted a 3 (healthiness route: healthier food type, healthier food quantity, simultaneously healthier food type and food quantity) × 2 (evaluation approach: food type first, food quantity first) ANOVA on healthiness evaluations, which revealed a significant main effect of healthiness route [F(2, 155 Figure 6 , which shows that our predicted key effects emerge among the majority of participants who report a strategy of focusing first on type and adjusting for quantity. A oneway ANOVA on these participants who focus first on type and adjust for quantity (n = 114) was significant [M type = 6.35 versus M quantity = 4.32 versus M type & quantity = 6.68; F(2, 111) = 19.46, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.260]. Follow-up LSD tests showed that participants perceived the healthvia-quantity route as significantly less healthy than either the health-via-type path or the health-via-typeand-quantity path (both p's < 0.001, d's = 1.32 and 1.39), and the latter two paths were not viewed as significantly different (p = 0.377, d = 0.19). 14 7.3. Discussion Study 4 provided consumers with caloric information regarding (different) food portions. As noted earlier, the goals literature often refers to calories as a main objective measure of health goal impact, given the prevalence of weight loss and weight management as a primary health goal (Cochran and Tesser 1996 , Chandon and Wansink 2007a , Huang et al. 2012 , Campbell and Warren 2015 . However, we found that consumers evaluate the healthiness of a given calorie differently in a manner consistent with our primarysecondary account of food type and food quantity. Moreover, using process measures adapted from Krider et al. (2001) , we also found process evidence supporting this primary-secondary account. First, we found support for our prediction that the majority of people indeed weight food type over food quantity and also that the majority of people report choosing an evaluation strategy in which they focus first on food type and then adjust subsequently for food quantity. Second, we found moderation evidence that our effects emerge more strongly among this majority of people who weight food type over food quantity and who focus first on food type and then adjust subsequently for food quantity. Importantly, the finding that the effects of healthiness route on healthiness perceptions emerged among consumers who chose the type-then-quantity processing order (but not among consumers who chose the quantity-then-type processing order) provides support for our underlying processing order explanation while also arguing against alternative accounts based on particular interpretations of healthiness (e.g., that healthiness is about vitamin content).
Study 5: Choice Evidence of the Secondary Nature of Quantity
In the final study, we go beyond healthiness perceptions to examine choice, testing whether the secondary nature of quantity is evidenced in choice behavior in potentially negative ways. Specifically, we focus on a choice between portions of two calorically Note. Because only 16 people (i.e., < 10% of participants) had scores from 0 to 29, the figure begins at 30.
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Management Science, 2019 , vol. 65, no. 7, pp. 3353-3381, © 2018 dense foods, a healthier food (almonds) and a less healthy food (M&Ms), varying the portion size of the almonds. We predicted that the majority of consumers would select the healthier food (almonds) over the less healthy food (M&Ms), with little effect of varying the portion size of the almonds. Although not central to our theory, we also explored potential downstream caloric consumption consequences for later in the day (reported in the online appendix).
Method
Participants from a paid university participant pool took part in this study, which had two parts completed on two sequential days. One-hundred ten participants (72% female, M age = 23.3 years) completed part 1 for $5 each, and of these, 98 (74% female, M age = 23.1 years) returned the next day to complete part 2 for $10 each. Part 1 occurred in the afternoons, and part 2 occurred in the mornings the next day (two-part methodology adapted from study 2 of Liu et al. 2015) . Both parts took place at computer stations, with dividers keeping participants from viewing each other's consumption. All participants were told that they would listen to an audio program and have a snack while listening to the program. To support the cover story, participants chose between two audio programs (actually the same program to facilitate the same listening experience, but labeled with different names). Participants then made the focal choice between a healthy-versus unhealthyby-type snack portion. Specifically, because our aim was to examine choice implications of having a health goal focus revolving around weight control, all participants were instructed, "We would also like you to choose a snack. For choosing this snack, we would like you to choose like you are actively trying to pursue a health goal consisting of losing or managing your weight." They were then asked to "Please select the snack bowl you want to eat today while you listen to the audio program" and shown pictures of two snack bowls. For the unhealthy snack bowl, the picture depicted a portion size of chocolate M&M candies equivalent to 1/2 the suggested serving size according to the manufacturer (21 g) to ensure that this was not a large amount of candy that would never be chosen. For the healthy snack bowl, the picture depicted varying portion sizes of almonds (1 serving or 2 servings). Thus, all participants were randomly assigned to one of two choice sets: (1) 1/2 serving M&Ms versus 1 serving almonds or (2) Research assistants then served participants their snack bowls, and participants listened to the approximately 10-minute audio program while having their snack. They were then asked to set aside the snack bowl before completing a survey about the audio program and snack.
15
The next day, participants returned and were instructed to complete a dietary recall of everything they ate and drank the previous day, using a three-step multiple-pass recall method in which participants provided detailed information about what foods and beverages they consumed and in what amounts (Guenther et al. 1997 , Scott et al. 2007 . A portion size estimation guide, local restaurant menus, and a sheet with additional detailed food prompts (Scott et al. 2007 ) were provided to help participants recall their consumption more accurately. These recalls were subsequently coded using online calorie databases and restaurant and product websites to determine caloric intake for the rest of the day after their part 1 snack session. 16 Finally, participants completed a final sur-vey including their demographic information.
Results
Our main outcome was choice shares. To test whether the portion size of almonds affected choice shares, we used a logistic regression with portion size condition Further, consistent with quantity as a secondary dimension, there was no significant overall effect of portion size condition on choice of almonds over M&Ms [choice set with 1 serving almonds: 75.9% chose almonds; versus choice set with 2 servings almonds: 69.6% chose almonds; Wald χ 2 (1) = 0.55, p = 0.460]. Cramer's V for the effect of portion size condition on choice was 0.071. To confirm these results and provide more support for the hypothesis that relative food quantity does not affect choice, we also conducted a Bayesian test, which revealed moderate evidence for choice set condition having a null effect (BF 01 = 3.67; BF 10 = 0.273).
These choices meant that the average calories selected significantly increased as the almond portion size increased, from 148 to 257 calories for the 1-and 2-portion size conditions, respectively [t(108) = 7.60, p < 0.001]. Thus, quantity insensitivity is further evidenced in choices, because people given an explicit goal of making healthy choices for weight loss or management chose the healthy-by-type option regardless of the relative portion sizes (and thus caloric content) of the more and less healthy-by-type options.
Discussion
Study 5 provides further evidence of the secondary nature of quantity, showing that it manifests in food choices such that those given an explicit health goal centered on weight loss or management chose a healthier food type snack over a less healthy food type snack, regardless of their relative portion sizes. Further, the disregard of portion size had consequences for the caloric content of the snacks individuals chose. Although it is possible that greater consumption of almonds could still lead to a healthy overall diet, assuming this replaced other consumption later in the day, this remains a question for future work.
General Discussion
Overall, seven studies conducted across a wide range of contexts provided support for our primarysecondary account of food type and quantity as the basis for healthiness perceptions of food portions (see Table 1 for summary and Table A .1 in the appendix for a summary of dependent variables and process measures). First, study 1 provided basic evidence for our primary-secondary account, showing that with a common healthiness perceptions measure utilized in the literature, food type strongly affects healthiness perceptions, whereas food quantity does not. Study 2 then examined different health impact measures. Most importantly, study 2 showed that the primarysecondary account is clearly evidenced with an alternative healthiness perception measure centered on the act of eating (which should further allow any quantity effect to manifest yet not be overly biased toward either type or quantity). Additionally, although less central to testing our account but valuable for expanding understanding to different health impact measures, we also examined caloric perceptions and estimates. These measures still seemed less sensitive to food quantity differences than consumers' size perceptions are, further suggesting an underweighting of quantity consistent with our account of quantity as a secondary dimension.
Studies 3a and 3b then returned to the healthiness perception measure used in study 1 to show that two different ways of increasing salience of quantity without changing the healthiness measure led quantity to be factored into healthiness assessments to a small extent (food type consistently played a large role). Thus, these studies showed that food quantity is not a nondimension; rather they provide additional support for our key proposition that the type of food serves as a primary (most salient) dimension in healthiness perceptions and that the quantity of the food serves as a secondary dimension that does not immediately affect healthiness perceptions but can affect perceptions if made salient. Study 3c then used a third way of increasing the salience of quantity, by changing the health impact measure to one very specifically focused on weight impact over time, without any mention of the word "health." This measure of weight impact over time did show increased salience to quantity, as expected; however, like caloric perceptions, weight impact remained less sensitive to food quantity differences than consumers' size perceptions, again suggesting some underweighting of quantity consistent with our account of quantity as a secondary dimension.
Study 4 then further tested our primary-secondary account of healthiness perceptions by examining healthiness perceptions when caloric information about food portions is explicitly provided, showing that consumers still seem more sensitive to changes in food type than food quantity. Further, study 4 provided evidence of our underlying attribute processing order explanation, including showing process by moderation.
Finally, study 5 provided choice-based evidence of our primary-secondary account, because consumers instructed to choose with a health goal consisting of weight loss or management chose a healthier type of snack over a less healthy type of snack, regardless of the quantity (and thus calories), showing that choices also reflect the secondary nature of quantity.
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Management Science, 2019 , vol. 65, no. 7, pp. 3353-3381, © 2018 9.1. Theoretical and Practical Contributions Our research offers two main contributions. The first contribution is to the health goals literature, in which calories are a commonly used measure of health goal impact (Cochran and Tesser 1996 , Chandon and Wansink 2007a , Huang et al. 2012 , Campbell and Warren 2015 . We show that subjective health impact reflects the primacy of food type over quantity, even when calorie information is provided and held constant. Indeed, although what we consume and how much we consume are understood to jointly influence caloric intake (Chandon and Wansink 2012) , prior research has not examined how systematically changing the type versus quantity of consumption differs in perceived goal impact. Rather, these two broad classes of goal means are often treated as interchangeable ways of decreasing one's caloric intake. In the health domain, this tendency is reflected by studies that separately examine what we consume and how much we consume (Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999 , Khan and Dhar 2006 , Sharpe et al. 2008 , Laran 2010 , Dubois et al. 2012 , Wansink 2012 , Haws and Winterich 2013 , Cornil and Chandon 2016 . Given the importance of perceptions of health goal progress as a construct, future goals research may build on our differentiation between changing food type versus quantity to examine an array of questions. For instance, future work could test whether decreasing calories via changing type (versus quantity) is more motivating (Etkin and Ratner 2012) or leads to more long-term goal commitment (Duckworth et al. 2007, Woolley and Fishbach 2016) and, if so, whether perceptions of health goal progress mediate such effects.
Relatedly, our second major contribution is to the food decision-making literature, because two choice paradigms for gauging the healthiness of consumers' food choices predominate: choice between food types (Dhar and Simonson 1999 , Shiv and Fedorikhin 1999 , Kivetz and Zheng 2006 , Laran 2010 , Gal and Liu 2011 or choice between food quantities (Sharpe et al. 2008 , Dubois et al. 2012 , Wansink 2012 , Haws and Winterich 2013 , Cornil and Chandon 2016 . Our research shows that consumers perceive choice between food types to involve greater healthiness differences than choice between food quantities, despite both paradigms being used to gauge the healthiness of consumers' choices.
Our research also offers some practical implications for consumer health. First, the secondary nature of quantity and the occurrence of quantity insensitivity may be problematic in several ways. Although consuming a larger portion of some healthier food types (e.g., carrots) may be just as good, if not better, than consuming a smaller portion of that food, it is hard to make that claim for many junk foods (e.g., candies) or calorically dense "healthy" foods (e.g., granola, nuts). In our research, however, peoples' healthiness evaluations were often quantity insensitive or seemed to underweight perceived quantity differences for both food types within a considerable range (1/2 to 2 servings in our studies), suggesting a latitude of acceptance. These findings suggest that an individual who chooses to consume a larger portion of junk food would not code that as a less healthy snack episode, provided that the portion is plausibly within the range of typically consumed portion sizes for a single sitting. Further, study 4 indicates that providing caloric information still would not lead consumers to factor in quantity to the same extent that they factor in food type. However, one potential intervention may be offered by study 3a, which suggests that facilitating joint evaluation of different food quantities may heighten sensitivity.
Second, as study 5 shows, individuals with health goals consisting of weight loss or management may choose a portion of a healthy but calorically dense food type well past the point at which the caloric content exceeds a small portion of an unhealthy food type. Of course, this choice is not necessarily bad if the health-seeking person adjusts later consumption (e.g., from feeling fuller from the large portion or from correctly estimating caloric content). However, people often have difficulty adjusting later consumption episodes to compensate for prior eating unless directed to consider daily consumption guidelines (Roberto et al. 2010) , and people also seek ways to justify indulgent consumption (Mukhopadhyay and Johar 2009, Huberts et al. 2014) .
Third, the primacy of type seems related to an avoidance mindset. Research has documented backfire effects of dietary approaches based on complete avoidance of unhealthy-by-type foods (McFarlane et al. 1999 , Urbszat et al. 2002 , David and Haws 2016 . Accordingly, retraining people to evaluate healthiness on the basis of both type and quantity may lead to more sustainable and healthier consumption patterns, less likely to result in a "what the hell effect" backfire pattern (Cochran and Tesser 1996) when small portions of unhealthy foods are consumed. This remains a question for future work, which could randomly assign people to a healthiness strategy (either choosing healthier food types or smaller food quantities) and measure downstream consequences (rather than examine downstream consumption after consumers self-select a particular strategy).
Finally, our research also offers some practical implications for understanding which health goal means (choosing a healthier food type versus choosing a smaller portion of an unhealthy food type) consumers will assess as more effective when their main goal is to make healthier food decisions. Our results show that choosing a healthier type is viewed as more effective, which is at odds with recent work showing the key role and malleability of consumption quantities and norms (Wansink 2004) . Future work could explore ways to help consumers appreciate the importance of food quantity (e.g., always creating their own portions to force a quantity decision versus mindlessly adopting prepackaged portions). Our findings also have implications in a social context, based on whether consumers want to communicate more or less goal progress to others. For instance, obese consumers are often stigmatized for unhealthy behavior (Puhl and Heuer 2010) and thus may want to communicate greater health goal progress in their food choices. Our research indicates that these consumers may benefit from pursuing health via healthier food types while avoiding even small portions of indulgent foods owing to the stronger implied signaling. Finally, from a food industry perspective, our findings indicate that when targeting health-concerned individuals, offering smaller portions of unhealthy foods (e.g., M&Ms) may not necessarily make them seem sufficiently impactful on health compared with larger portions of healthy but calorically dense foods (e.g., almonds), even when caloric information is provided. Perhaps consumers may be more likely to choose small portions of unhealthy foods if they are informed that such portions will not necessarily negatively affect their health goals and if it is emphasized that small portions of such foods may be more rewarding in other ways (e.g., taste) that can make sticking to a target caloric goal easier.
Potential Future Extension to Other Domains
Involving Type and Quantity Although our research focused on an attribute and domain with considerable importance to consumers, organizations, and policy makers, namely healthiness assessments of food portions, future research may extend our primary-secondary account to other attributes and domains. Our theory is that when both type (i.e., "what") and quantity (i.e., "how much") should, objectively speaking, jointly affect an attribute's value (in our case, healthiness assessments), quantity will tend to be neglected in assessments of "portions" within a considerable range unless otherwise made salient and, even when made salient, assessments are still likely to reflect the secondary nature of quantity.
One potential extension is to the financial domain, in which-like the health domain-there exists a common numeric indicator of total financial impact or savings goal impact (i.e., dollars) (Cheema and Bagchi 2011 , Huang et al. 2012 , Campbell and Warren 2015 . In this domain, total spending depends jointly on "what" is purchased (e.g., what tier of product brands) and "how much" is purchased (e.g., the size or quantity of products). Our theory predicts that evaluations of financial impact will be more influenced by the type of the purchased products than the quantity of products. For example, luxury goods may have more of a judged financial impact than nonluxury goods, even if the goods are equivalent in price. Indeed, analogous to the food domain, in which people display highly categorical thinking for the type of food, the brands literature suggests that consumers also display highly categorical thinking for the type of product. Branded products are categorized quickly by consumers (Thoma and Williams 2013) and readily categorized as "higherend" or "lower-end" (Fang and Mishra 2002) . Consumers also begin at an early age to categorize branded products (Ross and Harradine 2004) , and even when brands do not meaningfully differ, consumers still try to meaningfully differentiate and categorize them (Carpenter et al. 1994) . Our theory then predicts that perceived financial impact will be greater for an equivalent monetary savings obtained via a change in product brand tier versus a quantity change.
Conclusion
In closing, we provide substantial evidence that although both the types and quantities of foods eaten jointly contribute to weight and overall health, consumers treat type as a primary dimension and quantity as a secondary dimension. Accordingly, a food's type (versus quantity) has greater effect on perceived health impact, across multiple study designs and stimuli, and even when controlling for caloric content or providing caloric information. Given that healthiness perceptions are an important input to food choice, the tendency toward neglecting or underweighting quantity may have negative effects on those pursuing health goals, especially weight loss goals. We hope this research will lead individual decision makers, researchers, food industry representatives, and public policy makers to become aware of consumers' tendencies, with the ultimate aim of improving decision making and welfare. Additionally, we offer suggestions for future research to extend our primary-secondary account to other contexts in which both "what" and "how much" ought to (yet may not) jointly affect assessments.
Appendix. Study Stimuli
Notes. Because study 3c and the online appendix study were conducted in 2017, the date stamps on these visual food diary entries were changed to 2017 (from 2015) for these studies. All other aspects of the food diaries were the same. 
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Endnotes
1 The only exceptions that we are aware of are research that examines choice among "vice-virtue bundles" that simultaneously vary both type and quantity within a single product (Liu et al. 2015, Haws and Liu 2016a) and research that examines the effect of pricing and calorie labeling on choice from a menu with choice options varying in both type and quantity (Haws and Liu 2016b) . In contrast to this prior work, the present research systematically examines both of these two general strategies for pursuing a healthy food consumption goal, showing that they differ in their impact on subjective healthiness (or health goal impact), an important construct in the goals literature. 2 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this natural classification example. 3 Of course, healthiness is a complex assessment with multiple aspects, and although calories often emerge a major standard, healthiness is a subjective assessment. As such, our research examines healthiness perceptions as a primary focus (not caloric perceptions or estimates). However, because calories are commonly treated as an objective indicator of health impact in the goals literature, and because of the widespread availability and prominence of caloric information (e.g., on Nutrition Facts Labels, on restaurant menus), we also examine calories as a secondary focus. 4 We thank an anonymous reviewer and the editor for suggesting that a weight impact measure should seemingly make quantity more salient. 5 Note that an alternative explanation is that perhaps consumers are never sensitive to quantity when utilizing a measure such as "how healthy is this snack" (in study 1). However, later, we address this alternative account in studies 3a and 3b, in which we hold constant the healthiness measure and instead use other ways to increase the salience of quantity, to show that the same healthiness measure shows some quantity sensitivity under particular conditions. We also address this alternative account in study 4, by holding the health impact measure constant and testing for moderation by individual differences in choice of evaluation approach. 6 We also performed LSD contrast comparisons for each of the less healthy food types ( 7 As noted earlier, the within-subject effect sizes for portion size throughout the paper ought to be interpreted with caution because it is likely an overestimated effect size (Lakens 2013) . 8 We recognize that the size perceptions and caloric perceptions were captured in separate studies and participants were not randomly assigned to one or the other. However, because they are captured on similar 1-9 scales, a profile analysis is utilized to compare whether the profiles are parallel. Additionally, if we Z-score standardize both size perceptions and caloric perceptions (i.e., such that the overall mean of all size perceptions, collapsed across food type and food quantity, is one with a standard deviation of zero, and the overall mean of all caloric perceptions, collapsed across food type and food quantity, is also one with a standard deviation of zero) and conduct a similar mixed model analysis, we still find a key significant interaction [F(2, 726) = 37.26, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.093] between type of measure and food quantity, suggesting that size perceptions are incorporated on less than a 1:1 basis by caloric perceptions. 9 Again, as noted earlier, the within-subject effect sizes for portion size ought to be interpreted with caution because it is likely an overestimated effect size (Lakens 2013) . 10 Again, we recognize that these were captured in separate studies, and participants were not randomly assigned to one or the other. However, because both measures were captured on 1-9 scales, a profile analysis is utilized to compare whether they are parallel. Additionally, if we Z-score standardize both size perceptions and weight impact and conduct a similar mixed model analysis, the interaction between type of measure and food quantity remains significant [F(2, 726) = 54.93, p < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.131], showing that size perceptions are incorporated at less than a 1:1 basis by weight impact perceptions. 11 Given that few participants (31 of 180) indicated that they would acquire information about food quantity before food type, we did not conduct a formal analysis of whether acquisition order preference moderated the effects of food type and food quantity differences on weight impact evaluations. However, the two consumer segments' means for perceived weight impact based on food type (collapsing across food quantity) and food quantity (collapsing across food type) are available in the online appendix. An examination of the means is suggestive, consistent with our theory, that consumers who indicate that they would acquire information about food type first seem to show a larger food type effect and a smaller food quantity effect than consumers who indicate that they would acquire information about food quantity first. 12 Study 3c purposely utilized a measure of weight impact that made quantity more salient without explicitly mentioning the word "quantity" in the evaluation measure, which we believed served as an ideal further test of the bounds of our primary-secondary account. However, one could even consider health impact measures that explicitly reference the quantity of food, in a sense representing the most extreme form of querying health impact in a way that prioritizes quantity. Thus, although not central to our paper, we conducted an additional study to examine whether the secondary nature of quantity emerges even under querying conditions most biased to make quantity focal (see online appendix for full details on this additional study). 13 The Johnson-Neyman test also revealed another significant region less than 22.74. However, because only 12 participants out of 161 had scores lower than 22.74, this region should be interpreted with greater caution, and we thus focus on the other region greater than 51.64, which captures the majority of participants. 14 With the caveat again that relatively few participants report a strategy of focusing first on quantity and then adjusting for type, we note that the one-way ANOVA for this much smaller segment was nonsignificant [M type = 4.90 versus M quantity = 5.78 versus M type & quantity = 6.04; F(2, 44) = 1.89, p = 0.162, η p 2 = 0.079], and the means followed a different pattern. 15 Although our primary focus in this study was on having a real choice, we did have research assistants weigh remaining snacks after each session. Unfortunately, an administrative mistake led to approximately half of the participants being served serving sizes larger than what was depicted in the photos they selected from. For these reasons, and others, such as a relatively short amount of time for consumption, we do not discuss consumption quantities further in the paper. Please refer to the online appendix for further information on snack consumption. 16 Because the main aim of study 5 was to examine snack choice, the post-snack caloric consumption results are presented in the online appendix. Overall, there was no main effect of participants' selfselected snacks on calories consumed the rest of the day after the study, but as discussed in the General Discussion (Section 9), future work may test the effect of randomly assigning participants to a given snack (or more generally, either a health strategy emphasizing food types or a strategy emphasizing food quantities) and then measuring post-snack caloric consumption.
